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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM The literature reports two studies that
have compared retarded children receiv
ing special education with retarded chil
dren in regular classes (I, 10). While
Bennett and Pertsch found that the re

tarded child in the special class did
poorly in physical, personality and aca
demic areas as compared with the re
tarded child in the regular class, the
authors of these reports, and other re
searchers, have questioned the validities
of these findings (3, 6, p. 60); results
may have been due to the selection of
subjects rather than to any factors of
educational treatment. In both studies,
the retarded children, who were chosen

from the regular classes, were mainly
selected from schools that had special
classes too. The regular class children
may have been basically superior,
although equal in intelligence, to the
special class children or they too would
have been chosen for special class place
ment. Therefore, in view of the possi
bility that special class placement is de
termined by personality, drive, school
achievement, and physical ability as
well as by intelligence, it is possible that,
in anyone community which has special
classes, the retarded child found in the

special class will not compare favorably
with the retarded child in the regular

the 8Ist Annual Convention, class.
Because researchers have been unable

to effect acceptable studies in this area,
the desirability for such studies should

not be precluded. Kirk and Johnson
[810]

• Presented at
Hartford, Conn.

1This paper is based on a doctorate thesis sub
mitted in 1956 to the Graduate School of The
Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
Pennsylvania. The complete statistical considera
tions, upon which the paper is based, may be
found in the thesis.

INthe United States, mentally retarded children can be educated by
one of two diverse methods. One group
of educators believes that mentally re
tarded children are handicapped to such
an extent that they can't receive an ade
quate education in the regular classes
and through ordinary school procedures
(5, p. 13)· However, another group
does not give credence to the values of
special education (6, p. 60). These
people seem equally assured that the
retarded child receives a better edoca

tion in the regular classes. They be
lieve that the philosophy of special edu
cation is undemocratic and they have
confidence that the fullest development
of the retarded child is more often real

ized in a regular class.
It seems reasonable to assume that

the validity of each point of view can be
tested through well-founded research
studies. Do children who are mentally
retarded profit most from special class
education or from regular class educa
tion? There is a third possibility which
should be considered. Are there no dif
ferences in the status of retarded chil

dren regardless of the type of education
they receive?
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TABLE I

THE CHRONOLOGICALAGE IN MONTHS, THE INTELLIGENCE QUOTlENT,* AND THE MENTAL AGE IN
MONTHSOF THE SPECIAL CLASSCHILDREN AS COMPAREDWITH THE CHRONOLOGICALAGE IN MONTHS,
THE INTELLIGENCEQUOTIENT, AND THE MENTAL AGE IN MONTHS OF THE REGULARCLASSCmLDREN

TABLE II

THE HEIGHT IN INCHESOF THE SPECIALCLASSCHILDRENASCOMPAREDWITH THE HEIGHT IN INCHESOF
THE REGULARCLASSCHILDREN

Group
N%Girls MM,-M2ddmddC.R.P

S

7529·3357·°7 4·44.51

.51

.87·59>·5°

R

5°3°.0056.56 5·49.78

met the criteria for selection as subjects.

The 75 special class children, chosen
as subjects, were selected on the follow
ing basis: each child was in the process
of completing at least two years of
special class elementary education and
was not'less than 8.6 nor more than 16

years old; each child had received an
individual intelligence evaluation by a
certified psychometrician and had been

pIing of subj ects, Blair and Clearfield
Counties in Pennsylvania were chosen
as the areas from which to draw sub

jects for this study. The selection and
examination of subjects covered a five

month period of testing. Eight civil
units, 19 schools, and 45 classrooms con
tributed the 125 children that partici

pated in this study. The 125 children
were the total number of children that

* All but four subjects received the Stanford-Binet Scale of Intelligence. The four that did not
receive the Stanford-Binet were given the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. To compensate
for differences in standard deviations in the two tests, the four Weschsler scores were converted to
Stanford-Binet scores using the following formula:

IQ = 100 - 100 - Wise Score X 16

15

One requisite for a wholly satisfactory age scale test of intelligence that the Stanford-Binet was not
able to accomplish is that the variability of distributions of scores be equal for each age \evel. To com
pensate for these differences in variability, McNemar, in The Revision of The Stanford-Binet Scale on
pages 172-174, provided a table whereby IQ adjustments for variability differences could be computed.
This table was used to adjust IQ's for subjects participating in this study.

** S-Special Class Children.
D-Difference.
R-Regular Class Children.

"** Probability is recorded to the nearest table value as is described by Garrett in Statistics in Psy-
chology and Education on page 190.

Chronological AgeIntelligence QuotientMental Age

Measure

SD R**S DRSDR

N

75 5°75 5°75 5°

% Girls

29·33 3°.0029·33 3°.0029·33 3°.00

M
145.46 142.1066.40 68.8095.92 96.74

M,-M,

3.66 2·4°.82

d
17.10 24.237·43 7 ·3711.71 20.36

dm

1.97 3·43.86 1.°41.35 2.88

dd

3.96 1.353.18

C.R .

.92 1.78.26

/-~P
.50"** .10<.:.

l(::.5

O"a

1.4° 2.42.61 ·74.96 2·°4

dda

2.80 .962.25

C.R.
2·55 :\.063.84

P

.01 >.50.01

METHODS AND PROCEDURES EMPLOYED

Because of their similar socio-eco

nomic characteristics and because they
were able to provide an adequate sam-

in character and it may be more signifi
cant in the more severely retarded
group.

From the studies reviewed concerning
personality status, it appears that the re
tarded are more frequently represented
among delinquent populations than typ
ical groups but this representation may
not be as significant as once was be
lieved (2, pp. 39-45). It is probable that
the relationship between intelligence
and delinquency is "I" shaped in char
acter. The group known as "border
line normal" may comprise the most
significant population among delin
quents;,

In the area of general personality
characteristics, the literature seems to

agree that the mentally retarded have
more problems of personality than
typical groups (2, pp. 29-39). Three
basic suggestions offered for the correc
tion and prevention of personality diffi
culties among retarded children were
special education, psycho-therapy, and
counseling for child and parents.

The studies concerned with the aca
demic status of children who are men

tally retarded generally agreed that,
although the retarded child does not
achieve more absolutely, he often
achieves more relatively than the aver
age and gifted child when mental abili
ties rather than chronological ages are
considered (2, pp. 45-50). Among the
various explanations that have been
offered for this circumstance is the pos
sibility that the relationship between
growth of intellectual power and chron
ological age may not be linear and thus,
mental age comparisons to academic
achievement may not be valid.

stated that there is a need for studies to

investigate the " ... effects of retaining
mentally handicapped children in the
regular grades" (8, p. 322) and to deter
mine whether " ... placement of the
children in the special class is accom
plishing the desired result" (7, p. 88).

With regard to the above realizations,
this study will evaluate two methods of
education for the mentally retarded
through a comparison of the physical,
personality, and academic status of chil
dren who are mentally retarded attend
ing special classes with children who are
mentally retarded attending regu,lar
classes in communities where there are

no special classes. Mentally retarded
children in the regular classes, who have
been selected as subjects for this study,
will be referred to as the regular class
children. Mentally retarded children
in the special classes, who have been
selected as subjects for this study, will
be referred to as the special class chil
dren.

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

There have been a number of studies

that have reported how well the regular
class was meeting the social needs of
the retarded child (2, pp. 14-17). These
studies seemed to be in agreement that
there is a fairly high relationship be
tween friend selection and mental level ;

retarded children are less accepted and
more rejected in the regular classes.

A great many studies were reviewed
concerning the physical status of chil
dren who are mentally retarded (2, pp.
17-29)' The con census seems to indi
cate that there is a positive relationship
between intelligence and the various
indices of physique. However, this re
lationship is not invariable and appears
to be too minor to be useful for pre

dictive or educational purposes. This

relationship does not appear to be linear
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TABLE III

THE WEIGHTIN POUNDSOF THE SPECIALCLASSCHILDRENAS COMPAREDWITH THE WEIGHTIN
POUNDSOFTHEREGULARCLASSCHILDREN

Group N% GirlsMM,-M2(J'"m"dC.R.P

S

7529·3384·69 25.202.91
.65

4·5°.14>.50
R 5°3°.0085·34 24.253·43

STATUS OF CHILDREN

TABLE V

THE NUMBEROF DENTALDEFECTSOF THE SPECIALCLASSCHILDRENAS COMPAREDWITH THE
NUMBEROFDENTALDEFECTSOFTHEREGULARCL.'SSCHILDREN

Group N% GirlsMM,-M2(J'"m"dC.R.P-- S
7529·333.92 2·73.32

.25
.78.32>.50

R
48*31. 254· 17 4.91·71

TABLE VI

••Due to absences during some part of the testing period or because of lost school records, all of
the children participating in this study will not always be represented in every aspect of the study.diagnosed as being educable mentally

retarded.

The 50 regular class children, chosen
as subjects, were selected on the follow

ing basis; each child was in a regular
class, was never enrolled in a special
class, and was not less than 8.6 nor more

than 16 years old; each child lived in a
community that had no special classes;
each child had received an individual

intelligence evaluation by a certified
psychometrician and had been diag
nosed as being educable mentally re
tarded.

The special class group was equated
with the regular class group on chrono
logical age, int,elligence, mental age, and
sex. Table I ~B.ows that there are no

significant differences of means between
groups in these comparisons. However,
the regular class group is significantly
more variable in both chronological age
and mental age. This variability indi-

2- dates that the regular class group con
sists of a population that includes sig
nificantly more older and younger
subjects-both chronologically and men
tally. This greater variability is mani
fested throughout the findings in larger
standard deviations for the regular class

group III physical and achievement
comparIsons.

ANALYSIS OF DATE

These results have been found for

the following problems and sub-prob
lems;

1. What is the physical status of children
who are mentally retarded attending special
classes as compared with children who are
mentally retarded attending regular classes?

A. Table(II and III show that the height
and weight of the special class children are
not significantly different from the height
and weight of the regular class children.

However, when I compared with weight,
height, age norms for typical children, 25.33
per cent of the special class children were
more than IO per cent underweight while
only IO per cent of the regular class children
were more than 10 per cent underweight.

B. Table IV shows that the special class
children have significantly more uncorrected
or permanent physical defects than the reg
ular class children. A critical ratio of 2.30
indicates that this difference is significant at
the .02 level of confidence.

Table V Ishows that the number of dental
defects of the special class children and the
regular class children does not significantly
differ. These results are based on school
records. The validity of these records cannot
be determined.

C. Table VI shows that the number of days
absent from school of the special class chil
dren and the regular class children does not
significantly differ.

D. Table VII shows that, as measured by
the vertical jump, the power of the special
class children and the regular class children
does not significantly differ.

E. Tables VIII and IX show that, as
measured by the hand dynamometer, the
grip strength of the special class children
and the regular class children does not sig
nificantly differ.

F. Table X shows that, as measured by the
Brace Scale of Motor Ability, the motor
ability of the special class children and the
regular class children does not significantly
differ.

G. Table XI shows that, when compared
with norms for typical children of the same
chronological age, the special class children
and regular class children are not as proficient
in motor ability as typical children.

2. What is the personality status of chil
dren who are mentally retarded attending
special classes as compared with children
who are mentally retarded attending regular
classes?

A. Tables XII' and XIII show that, as rated
by teachers using the New York City Scales
of Social Maturity and Emotional Stability,

the special class children are more socially
mature and emotionally stable than regular
children. Critical ratios of 5.80 and 6.71 in
dicate these differences to be significant at
the .01 level of confidence. In view of the
fact that the validities of these Scales have

not been ascertained, results may be due to
the subjective feelings of the teachers, actual
differences among the children, or an un
known combination of both teachers' feelings
and actual differences.

B. Table XIV shows that, as measured by
the California Test of Personality, the per
sonal adjustment and social adjustment of
the special class children and the regular class
children do not significantly differ.

C. In general, as measured by school
records and interviews with teachers, the de
linquency and behavior records of the special
class children and the regular class chi ldren
do not significantly differ. No significant
differences are present between groups in:
per cent brought before law enforcement
agencies, per cent found stealing in school,
per cent ever excluded from school because
of behavior, and per cent having spent time
in a detention home. There is no significant
difference in the per cent of children who
regularly attend Sunday School. The special
class children show a significantly smaller

percentage ever classified as truant, and a

TABLE IV

THE NUMBEROF PHYSICALDEFECTSOF THE SPECIALCLASSCHILDRENAS COMPAREDWITH THE
NUMBEROFPHYSICALDEFECTSOFTHEREGULARCLASSCHILDREN

Group N% GirlsMM,-M2(J'"m"dC.R.P

S

7529·331.55 1.26.15
.46

.22.30.02
R 5°3°.001.08 1.°3.15

THE NUMBEROFDAYSABSENTOFTHESPECIALCLASSCHILDRENASCOMPAREDWITHTHENUMBEROF
DAYSABSENTOF THEREGULARCLASSCHILDREN*

Group N% GirlsMM,-M2(J'"m"dC.R.P

S

7529·333·47 4·43.51

·°3

·7°·°4>.50

R
5°3°.003·44 3.38.48

* The days absent of the special class children and the regular class children were recorded for
the first three months of the school year; 1955-56.
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TABLE XVII

TABLE XVI

THE ACADEMICACHIEVEMENTGRADESOF THE SPECIAL CLASSCHILDRENANDREGULARCLASSCHILDREN
AS COMPAREDWITH THE ACADEMICACHIEVEMENTGRADENORMS OF THE

CALIFORNIAACHIEVEMENTTESTS

THE TOTAL -ACHIEVEMENTGRADE OF THE"SPECIAL eLASS -eHILDREN AS eOMPARED-WITH THE TOTAL
ACHIEVEMENTGRADEOF THE REGULARCLASSCHILDREN AS MEASURED

BY THE CALIFORNIAACHIEVEMENTTESTS

the basis of this study, it was found that
special class children and regular class
children do not significantly differ in
physical, personality, and academic
status.

However, because significant differ
ences were found in some aspects of
these areas of comparison, further re
search is recommended to determine the

most profitable type of education for
children who are mentally retarded.
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duce tensions and increase social par
ticipation of these children with other
children in the school.

4- Mentally retarded children in spe
cial classes appear to be more socially
mature and emotionally stable than
mentally retarded children in regular
classes. As comparisons were based on

Scales that have no established validity
or reliability, it is recommended that in
vestigations be undertaken to ascertain
whether special class children are more
socially mature and emotionally stable
than regular class children or whether
special class teachers, because of their
special training and experience, tend to
accept retarded children more than do

regular class teachers, and how accept
ance or rejection influence the total de
velopment of the children.

5. Mentally retarded children in both
special classes and regular classes appear
to have greater academic achievement
than that which is expected of them as
based on their mental ages. It is recom
mended that, although schools should
make every effort to continue to help
retarded children progress in academic
areas, further consideration should be

given to those areas of child growth
and development where retarded chil
dren may have more serious needs.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

This study has evaluated two diverse
methods of education for children who

are mentally retarded through a com
parison of the physical, personality, and
academic status of children who are

mentally retarded attending special
classes with children who are mentally
retarded attending regular classes. On

•.

P

·55

C.R.

.20

.17

.82

1.20

children. It is recommended that

schools offer treatment as well as diag
nosis of physical conditions. School
lunch programs may be extended to in
clude more children and to provide
morning milk. Evaluations of existing
health and physical education services

may be undertaken to determine pos
sible areas for improvement.

2. Mentally retarded children in spe
cial classes appear to have more physical
defects than mentally retarded children
in regular classes. Because this com
parison was based on data not controlled
by this study, it is recommended that

further comparisons be made to verify
these findings.

3· Mentally retarded children in both

special classes and regular classes appear
to have a greater degree of personality
maladjustments than typical children.
It is recommended that schools evaluate

guidance services for mentally retarded
children and their families. Curricu.

lum revisions may be considered to re-

M

29·33

29·5749

75

N % GirlsGroup

S

R

Group NM.A.*E.A.T.R.T.A.T.L.T.A.

S

7595.921013.073.273.023.16
R

5096.741023.223·333.143.27
Norm

50,00096-97962.82.82.82.8

and language achievement of the regular class
children.

B. The special class children improve more
_academically from one year to the next than
the regular class children. A critical ratio
of 2.50 indicates that the reading improve
ment of the special class children is signifi
cant at the .or level of confidence. The study
disclosed no other areas of significant aca
demic improvement for either group.

C. Table XVII shows that, when compared
with norms for typical children of the same
men tal age, the special class children and the
regular class children have greater achieve
ment in total reading, total arithmetic, and
total language than typical children of the
same mental age.

IMPLICATIONS OF STUDY AND RECOM

MENDATIONS FOR PRACTICAL ApPLICATION

The results of this study, their impli
cations, and recommendations for prac
tical application should be considered
only as they affect those communities
that have participated in the study.

1. Mentally retarded children in both
special classes and regular classes appear
to be less able physically than typical

·M.A.-Mental Age.
E.A.-Fducational Age.
T.R.-Total Reading Grade.
T.A.-Total Arithmetic Grade.
T.L.-Total Language Grade.
T.A.-Total Achievement Grade.


